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Tiqets Partners With 100+ Museums and
Attractions to Celebrate the Summer of a
Lifetime
Amsterdam, 1 July 2021 – Tiqets, an online ticketing platform for museums and

attractions, is partnering with 100+ venues to celebrate the Summer of a Lifetime!

The venues, featured in Tiqets summer 2021 must-see list, are based on customer

reviews and offer a variety of ways for people to get their spark back.

To celebrate the first full summer out of lockdown and to encourage people to get back to

culture, Tiqets has put together a list of summer 2021 must-see museums and attractions in

France, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, the UK, and the US.

Based on customer reviews and offering a variety of experiences, the list shares the top things to

see and do in iconic cities such as Paris, Los Angeles, Barcelona, Rome and Amsterdam.
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After a year and a half spent mostly in our homes, there’s no doubt that this
summer will be one for the books. We want to inspire people to get their spark
back with this list of must-sees in some of the most iconic cities in the world.
We crafted these must-see lists to highlight the fan-favorite museums and
attractions, and to offer something for everyone!”
— Luuc Elzinga, President and co-Founder of Tiqets

To encourage people to have the summer of a lifetime, Tiqets is also offering an exclusive

discount to their summer must-see venues through September 30th 2021.

With the 15% discount code SPARK2021, culture lovers can save up to 30 EUR when

booking their museum and attraction visits for the summer in France, Italy, Spain, the

Netherlands, the UK, and the US. The discount code will be available from July 1st to

September 30th 2021.

Discover this summer’s must-sees at: https://www.tiqets.com/blog/summer-of-a-lifetime/. 
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About Tiqets

Tiqets’ mission is to make culture more accessible by making it easier for more people to

discover more ways to culture. From the start in 2014, the company has connected millions of

people to museums and attractions with instant, last-minute and mobile tickets. Tiqets works

with both hidden gems and top museums and attractions all over the world.

The company is headquartered in Amsterdam and now employs 200 people worldwide,

including in Amsterdam (HQ) as well as Seattle, Las Vegas, Orlando, Philadelphia, London,

Copenhagen, Paris, Barcelona, Rome, Vienna, Bangkok, Tokyo and Osaka. More information

can be found on Tiqets.com.
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